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ARTICLE
Free-Standing Phytantriol Q224 Cubic Phase Films: Resistivity
Monitoring and Switching
Rosemary Brown,[a,b] Elena Madrid,[b] Remi Castaing,[b] James M. Stone,[a] Adam M. Squires,[c] Karen J.
Edler,[b] Kei Takashina,[a] Frank Marken [b]*

Abstract: Phytantriol Q224 cubic phase, as a bi-continuous mesostructured material stable in contact with aqueous electrolyte, has
found applications in drug delivery and cosmetics and is employed
here as a free-standing film separating two aqueous compartments in
order to study (i) ion conductivity (at low potential bias within ±0.8 V),
(ii) conductivity switching effects (at high potential bias beyond ±0.8
V), and (iii) phase switching effects (as a function of temperature). A
microhole of approximately 20 m diameter in a 6 m thick polyethylene-terephthalate (PET) film is employed as support coated with
phytantriol (on a single side or on both sides) in contact with aqueous
electrolyte phase on both sides in a classic 4-electrode measurement
cell. The conductivity of the phytantriol phase within the microhole is
shown to be ionic strength, applied potential, time/history, and
temperature dependent. The experimental data for asymmetric
phytantriol deposits are indicative of a microhole resistance that can
be switched between two states (high and low resistance associated
with a filled or empty microhole, respectively). When heating
symmetrically applied films of phytantriol, Q224 to HII phase transition
linked to a jump to higher specific resistivity is observed consistent
with differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) data for this phase
transition.

mesophase channels,[13] and water channel tuning with sucrose
stearate.[14,15]
Phytantriol (or 3,7,11,15-tetramethyl-1,2,3-hexadecanetriol, see
structure in Figure 1B inset) forms stable cubic mesophases in
the presence of excess water.[16] It assumes the well-known
gyroid and double diamond cubic mesophases with space groups
Ia3d and 𝑃𝑛3̅𝑚 (= Q224), respectively. The experimental SAXS
pattern for the 𝑃𝑛3̅𝑚 structure of the Q224 phytantriol phase is
shown in Figure 1B. Figure 1A shows the corresponding water
and lipid channel structure of the mesophase.

Introduction
Polar lipids in water form a variety of self-assembled structures[1]
with applications such as templates for example for metals, [2]
polymers,[3] in protein encapsulation,[4] or in drug delivery.[5,6] One
of these structures, the bi-continuous cubic phase, is of particular
interest as it consists of two non-intersecting continuous water
channels (see Figure 1A).[7] The water channels twist in three
dimensions and are separated by a lipid layer creating a liquid
crystalline structure. Applications of this type of self-assembled
structure have been suggested in drug-delivery or in biosensing[8]
and work has been reported by Mezzenga and coworkers on
quantitative understanding of diffusion processes in free-standing
lyotropic phases,[9] light-triggered drug release,[10] pH-responsive
lyotropic liquid crystals,[11,12] magnetic field switchable
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Figure 1. (A) The 𝑃𝑛3̅𝑚 structure of the Q224 bi-continuous cubic mesophase of
phytantriol showing the two independent water channel systems, a single water
channel system, and the corresponding lipid channel system (with
permission[27]). (B) Small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) data for the cubic
mesophase for phytantriol in the presence of aqueous 20 mM KCl.

As a particular feature, the 𝑃𝑛3̅𝑚 phase has two independent
non-intersecting water channel systems. Due to this unique
structural feature and the thermodynamic stability in excess water
conditions,[17] the 𝑃𝑛3̅𝑚 cubic mesophase is promising for many
applications. These range from use in pharmaceutical sciences
for drug delivery vessels[18-20] and biosensors,[21-24] to materials
templates for fuel cells,[25-27] solar cells,[28,29] and for photonic
crystals.[30-33] When combined with a “capping agent”, phytantriol
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can be converted into stable “cubosome” or “hexosome”
particles.[34,35] Key to mesophase properties and to applications is
the ionic transport through the water channels. Therefore it is
important to develop new approaches for the study of transport
properties of the 𝑃𝑛3̅𝑚 mesophase material and for the study of
phenomena associated with phase transformation.
Ion transport through the mesophase of phytantriol can be
quantified as resistivity and can be affected by the ionic strength
and by the specific interactions of ions with the hydrophilic head
groups of the lipid. In order to study ion flow in the lipid mesophase
materials, phytantriol-modified electrodes have been previously
employed with a redox probe molecule.[23] However, the resulting
redox processes coupled to transport in the mesophase are
complicated. In fact, the redox process is likely to directly affect
the ionic conductivity in mesophase channels. Studies based on
free-standing lyotopic lipid phases have been reported by
Speziale et al.[36] for monolinolein lyotropic phase and for the
reconstitution of membrane proteins. Here, a similar approach is
selected, but based on a microhole geometry and with fourelectrode microhole voltammetry to apply a well-defined potential
across a “free-standing” phytantriol film supported on a polymer
substrate. Figure 2 shows a schematic drawing of the twocompartment electrochemical cell with a poly-ethyleneterephthalate (PET) film with microhole separating the two sides.
This kind of measurement cell is employed commonly in liquidliquid interface studies[37,38] or membrane characterisation[39] and
employed here for the investigation of phytantriol mesophase
films.
In this study, phytantriol is applied either to a single side
(asymmetric) or to both sides (symmetric) of the PET film and
equilibration in aqueous electrolyte then produces the mesophase
as a film of typically 100 m thickness. Recently, in a similar
approach intrinsically microporous polymers (PIMs) have been
investigated with microhole voltammetry based on a 6 m thin
poly-ethylene-terephthalate (PET) film with a laser-drilled
approximately 20 m diameter microhole.[40,41] By depositing the
meso- or microporous samples onto the microhole, a well- defined
potential can be applied across the sample (employing the fourelectrode configuration, see Figure 2) and ion flow can be
investigated with low bias or with high bias methods. Transport of
ions towards the microhole (via spherical or convergent diffusion)
can be assumed to be fast so that phenomena in (or in the vicinity
of) the microhole are rate-limiting during the measurement.

Figure 2. (A) Schematic drawing (not to scale) of a four-electrode
electrochemical cell (CE = counter electrode, RE = reference electrode, SE =
sense electrode, WE = working electrode) with poly-ethylene-terephthalate film
(PET, laser-drilled) to support the phytantriol phase. Both asymmetrical (lipid on
one side) and symmetric (lipid on both sides) experiments were performed. (B)
Scheme to explain the three components in the resistance of the microhole with
, the specific conductivity, L, the PET film thickness, and r, the microhole radius.
(C) Schematic drawing of the “asymmetric“ and “symmetric“ deposits of
phytantriol on PET.

This report describes a method that can be employed to observe
ion transport and possible current rectification phenomena in the
cubic mesophase of phytantriol. The ions measured in this study
are potassium, K+, and chloride, Cl-, which are relatively small
(covalent diameter for K+ 0.266 nm for Cl- 0.362 nm[42] compared
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to the typical phytantriol channel diameter 2.2 nm [43]) and may be
regarded as typical of an inert background electrolyte with
approximately equal transference.[44] KCl is not expected to have
any significant interactions with the uncharged lipid[27] (apart from
water channel constriction and dehydration effects at very high
concentration), and so any changes in ion transport from bulk
solution are predominantly due to the cubic mesophase channel
structure and behaviour. In the experiment, pure phytantriol was
applied to the pore either in symmetrical fashion (right hand side
and left hand side) or as asymmetric deposit applied from a single
side (only on the right hand side, consistent with the side where
the working electrode is placed, see Figure 2). The cubic phase
forms in situ (within 24 h) upon addition of aqueous KCl solution
to the measurement cell. Figure 1B confirms the formation of the
cubic phase (typical diffraction peaks are indicated) for phytantriol
in contact to excess aqueous 0.01 M KCl solution. After 24 h
equilibration, applied potential (employing voltammetry or
impedance methods) causes ions to flow through the cubic phase
from one side of the cell to the other. This report contrasts
experiments with low and with high applied bias and as a function
of temperature. Novel features in ion conductivity are observed
such as room temperature switching between two different
microhole conductivity states and reversible switching during the
thermally induced Q224 to HII phase transition.

Table 1. Resistance and specific conductance values (T = 20 ± 2 °C; errors
estimated) measured for Q224 mesophase of phytantriol applied
symmetrically to a PET substrate with microhole (see text).

[KCl] / M

0.5
0.2
0.05
0.02
0.005
0.002

Voltammetry: Symmetrical
Deposit of Q224 Phase

Impedance: Symmetrical
Deposit of Q224 Phase

R / [a]

R / [a]

397×103
(± 1%)
822×103
(±10 %)
5.26×106
(± 1%)
1.41×107
(± 2%)
5.05×107
(± 3%)
7.43×107
(± 2%)

 / -1m-1 [b]

186×10-3
89.7×10-3
14×10-3
5.23×10-3
1.46×10-3
0.99×10-3

401×103
(± 1%)
902×103
(± 1%)
5.38×106
(± 1%)
1.38×107
(± 1%)
5.07×107
(± 1%)
7.29×107
(± 2%)

 / -1m-1 [b]

184×10-3
81.8×10-3
13.7×10-3
5.34×10-3
1.45×10-3
1.01×10-3

[a] measured resistance. [b] specific conductivity obtained with the equation
given in Figure 2B.

Results and Discussion
Low Bias Electrochemical Characterization. In order to obtain
information about ionic conductivity of the cubic phase, initially
experiments are discussed that were performed at low applied
bias potentials (due to higher applied bias potentials causing
disruption of the asymmetric phytantriol deposit). When
voltammetric experiments were performed within a +/-0.8 V
window, stable Ohmic current responses (see Figure 3a) were
obtained. Initially, only the empty microhole was employed in
aqueous KCl electrolytes solutions as a calibration approach.
Data from these measurements are plotted in Figure 3b (black
squares). Good linearity with KCl concentration is observed. An
approximate expression for the corresponding resistivity in the
microhole[45] can be based on three contributions from (i) the left
hemisphere, (ii) the cylindrical core, and (iii) the right hemisphere
(see Figure 2B). Fitting the experimental resistance results to
literature data for aqueous KCl conductivity at 20 oC[46] allowed
the microhole radius r = 9.5 m (see equation in Figure 2B) to be
calibrated (assuming a PET film thickness of L = 6 m and
ignoring other geometric imperfections produced in the laserdrilling process). This value is in excellent agreement with the
nominal diameter. Once the microhole is calibrated, the equation
allows conversion of any measured resistance for a bulk ion
conductor deposited symmetrically around the microhole (here for
phytantriol mesophase) into value of specific conductance  (in 1 -1
m ; see Table 1; vide infra).

Low bias measurements were employed to characterise and
compare four cases: (i) the empty microhole in aqueous KCl, and
(ii) the asymmetrically coated mcirohole, and (iii) again the
asymmetrically coated microhole but exposed to high bias, and
(iv) the symmetrically phytantriol-coated microhole with
phytantriol Q224 phase equilibrated immersed in aqueous KCl.
Cyclic voltammograms were performed from -0.8 V to +0.8 V in
KCl solutions of different concentration. Figure 3a shows typical
cyclic voltammograms that exhibited linear resistive (Ohmic)
behaviour for both symmetric and asymmetric phytantriol deposits.
The gradient at zero current was used to obtain a resistance value.
This linear behaviour was observed for each concentration (see
Figure 3b) consistent with simple partitioning of electrolyte into the
mesophase material. Conductivity data for the symmetric
phytantriol case are summarised in Table 1. The presence of
phytantriol mesophase clearly increases the resistance (or
decreases the specific conductivity) by a factor of typically 30-40,
which is a factor here attributed to the presence of the water
channel system in the mesophase. Due to the microhole
geometry the measurement is localized and insensitive to the
phytantriol layer thickness.
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effect is not observed for symmetrically deposited phytantriol films
(see Figure 3biv) and for the asymmetric deposit when avoiding
high bias experiments (see Figure 3bii).

Figure 3. (a) Low bias cyclic voltammograms (3 cycles; scan rate 0.02 Vs-1) for
an asymmetric phytantriol deposit onto a 20 m diameter microhole in PET
immersed in 0.002, 0.005, 0.02, 0.05, 0.2, 0.5 M aqueous KCl. (b) Resistance
data calculated from the slope of cyclic voltammetry data for (i) an empty
microhole, (ii) an asymmetric phytantriol deposit, (iii) an asymmetric phytantriol
deposit but employing large bias in between measurements, and (iv) a
symmetric deposit with phytantriol on both sides of the microhole. An important
“history effect” is noted where the first measurement for the asymmetric deposit
appears in the high resistance domain with all following measurements in the
low resistance domain. This effect is caused by high bias experiments
“switching” the asymmetric deposit of phytantriol to a lower resistance (vide
infra).

For asymmetric deposits (see Figure 3bii) low bias data suggests
a resistance very similar to that for the filled microhole. However
for asymmetric deposits and when employing high bias conditions
in between measurements, the interpretation of data is much less
straight forward. In the first measurement (see Figure 3biii) the
resistance of the empty pore is low compared to the resistance for
both symmetrically or asymmetrically phytantriol-filled pores. This
suggests that also for the asymmetrically deposited phytantriol
the microhole is essentially filled up with mesophase. However, in
the following measurements the resistance for the empty
microhole and for the asymmetric deposit appear very similar due
to a “history” effect linked to loss of phytantriol from the microhole.
This “switch” in behaviour is caused by high bias measurements
(performed sequentially with low bias experiments) essentially
emptying the microhole in between measurements. When high
bias experiments were performed the resistance for asymmetric
deposit considerably lowered affecting all the following data
points. This effect continued for measurements performed with
impedance spectroscopy (see Figure 4). However, this “history”

Figure 4. Low bias characterization obtained with impedance spectroscopy
(amplitude 200 mV, frequency range 1 Hz to 40 kHz). (a) Nyquist plots for
varying KCl concentration shown for an asymmetric mesophase deposit. (b)
Summary of Rp data obtained with impedance spectroscopy for (i) an empty
microhole, (ii) an asymmetric phytantriol deposit, (iii) an asymmetric phytantriol
deposit but employing high bias in between measurements, and (iv) a symmetric
deposit with phytantriol on both sides of the microhole. Note that the resistance
for the asymmetric deposit is lowered due to a “history effect” when employing
high bias in between measurements (see text).

Impedance measurements were performed in four-electrode
configuration similar to measurements reported previously for
liquid | liquid interfaces.[47] Impedance measurements were
performed with 200 mV amplitude at 0.0 V bias (1 Hz to 40 kHz)
and resulted in classic RC semicircle Nyquist plots for all
experiments. Figure 4a shows typical Nyquist plots for the
asymmetrical deposit, and similar behaviour was found for the
symmetrical regime (see Figure 4b). The inset shows the model
used to fit the data, and how this relates to the experimental
system. The high frequency intercept (at low Z') is associated with
the solution resistance, RS. The diameter of the semicircle is
determined by the PET interfacial capacitance, with typically C =
0.6 nF (consistent with literature reports [40]) and the resistance of
the cubic phase inside the pore, RP (ignoring any further
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resistance contributions from the interface of cubic phase to
aqueous phase). Figure 4b shows how RP changes with
concentration for the lipid deposits. Resistance data obtained
from impedance and from cyclic voltammetry measurements are
in very good agreement and summarized in Table 1 for symmetric
deposits.
The observation that the ionic conductivity for KCl in phytantriol is
lower by a factor of 30-40 compared to that of pure aqueous
electrolyte can be compared to some previous literature reports
based on other types of experimental methods. However, reports
are scarce and results sometimes contradictory. Anderson and
Wennerström[48] found that in general, diffusion rates inside the
cubic phase are typically 60-70 % lower compared to the bulk
solution diffusion rate. The diffusion rate for the ferrocyanide/
ferricyanide redox system has been reported to be retarded by a
factor either 2-4,[49,50] or a factor of 200,[51] depending on the
measurement technique chronocoulometry or impedance
spectroscopy. When assuming the lipid phase as an impenetrable
obstacle in the diffusion path of cations and anions, it is possible
to express the effective diffusivity Deff (eq. 1)[52].
𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑓 =

𝜀
𝜏

𝐷

(1)

In this expression the effective diffusion coefficient is given by the
real diffusion coefficient multiplied by , the valid fraction (here the
water fraction for Q224 approximately 0.26 – 0.28 and for HII
approximately 0.20 – 0.26 [53]), and , the tortuosity. The specific
conductivity eff in this case can also be expressed (eq. 2).
eff = 𝑐 𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝐹2
𝑅𝑇

=𝑐𝐷

𝜀 𝐹2
𝜏 𝑅𝑇

(2)

𝜏

Experimental values of of 30-40 reported here therefore suggest
𝜀
a tortuosity of approximately  = 10. There is another strong
increase in tortuosity when switching from cubic Q 224 to hexagonal
HII phase (vide infra).
High Bias Electrochemical Characterisation. In order to
explore physico-chemical phenomena, in particular the
asymmetric mesophase deposit at higher potential bias, an
extended ±4 V potential range was studied by cyclic voltammetry
(see Figure 5). Data for 10 mM KCl electrolyte are shown, but
generally for all concentrations more complex (non-Ohmic)
asymmetric current traces are observed. In contrast to the Ohmic
behaviour observed for experiments with smaller bias, here nonlinearity is clearly observed particularly in the negative potential
range. When scanning the potential into the positive potential
range only small deviation from Ohmic behaviour are seen (Figure
5c), but when scanning the potential into the negative range, the
current increases dramatically and it loops to give even higher
currents during the return of the potential to zero. Additional noise
on the current signal suggests phase transformation/disruption
effects. When this experiment is performed in situ in an optical
microscope to monitor the microhole during the voltammetry
experiment, there is clear evidence for the initially clear pore
(under positive potential conditions) going dark with “spots” of
material appearing around the microhole under negative potential

conditions. It can be concluded that some phytantriol is expelled
from the microhole (thereby lowering the resistance) and probably
propelled out into the aqueous solution phase (see Figure 5).

Figure 5. Optical micrographs of the micropore with asymmetric deposit in 10
mM KCl (a) during cyclic voltammogram at -4 V and (b) before conducting the
cyclic voltammetry and in the positive potential region. (c) Cyclic
voltammograms (scan rate 10 mVs-1) for three consecutive potential cycles with
increasing currents.

These observations can be considered as a bi-stable switching
process. When high bias voltammetry scans are performed, a
change in the “resistance state” of the asymmetrical deposit is
observed at negative potentials. A “switch” appears to occur from
high resistance to low resistance. The relaxation back to the
original state is relatively slow (see Figure 6) if un-aided by
applied positive potential. This suggests that the asymmetrical
mesophase deposit was initially in the high resistance state
(similar to the symmetrically coated micropore), but can be
“switched” into the lower resistance state by the application of
high negative bias (and emptying the microhole). The state is
switched back by high positive bias. It is interesting to explore the
relaxation processes associated with these two resistance states
(Figure 6).

Figure 6. Plot of the resistance Rp for an asymmetric phytantriol mesophase
deposit 10 mM KCl as a function of time (monitored by impedance spectroscopy
at 0.0 V). After a single voltage pulse at -4 V for 120 s the slow relaxation back
to high resistance is monitored. Also shown is a schematic drawing indicate the
process of micropore emptying and re-filling.
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Resistance data were measured systematically as a function of
time after a voltage pulse at -4 V for 120 seconds has been
applied for the asymmetrical phytantriol mesophase deposit. The
first resistance value is the resistance of the pore before the pulse
(Figure 6). The negative pulse lowered the pore resistance from
a higher resistive state (40 MOhm; note that this consistent with a
partially filled microhole; see Figure 3) to a lower state (20 MOhm).
Following this, impedance measurements showed that the pore
resistance relaxed back within a time period of 90 minutes. It is
possible to explain this behaviour with the slow re-filling of the
microhole with phytantriol Q224 phase (back to a lower energy
equilibrium). A secondary relaxation process occurs on a much
longer timescale (5 h to 24 h) which is seen as an additional
lowering of the resistance in the background (possibly due to
more loss of phytantriol).
Upon application of a high positive bias pulse, the resistance of
the microhole can be “switched back”. To explore this effect
further, chronoamperometry (CA) was used to apply a constant
potential at +4 V or -4 V. The potential was applied for 120 s every
ten minutes, and impedance spectroscopy was used to ‘read out’
the resistive state of the pore. Figure 7 shows that CA potential
pulses every ten minutes and the current response during the
applied potential. The pulses correspond to the resistance R p
values plotted in Figure 7b where the black squares show the
resistance post +4 V and the red squares those post -4 V. The
applied potential can switch the pore from an open/empty state
into a closed/filled state, forming a primitive volatile memory
device.
Electrochemical Monitoring of Phase Changes. The switch in
resistivity with applied bias voltage suggests structural changes,
which have been linked with an “opening” and “closing” of the
microhole. A further potential switching mechanism could be
based on a localized phase transition (switching between two
different mesophase geometries) and therefore additional
exploration of the effect of temperature on the microhole
resistance is necessary. Temperature effects on lipid mesophase
structure are well studied[51] and phase switching for example in
cubosomes,[54] hexosomes,[55] or in bulk with IR radiation have
been reported.[56] There is no previous report on resistivity
monitoring by electrochemical methods of phytantriol phase
transitions.

Figure 7. (a) Chronoamperometry data obtained for an asymmetrically
deposited phytantriol mesophase in aqueous 10 mM KCl with 120 s pulses of
+4 V and -4 V switching the pore resistance between a higher and lower
resistive state. Grey bars indicate the read-out period. (b) Plot of the Rp read out
data versus time.

Experiments were performed by slowly increasing the solution
temperature and monitoring the impedance for a symmetric
phytantriol mesophase deposit. Figure 8 shows the switch from
less resistive Q224 cubic phase to the more resistive HII hexagonal
phase for two repeat measurements. The transition temperature
of approximately 42 oC is reasonably consistent with some
literature reports for phytantriol phase switching. It has been
pointed out by Dong and coworkers that small levels of impurities
in commercial phytantriol can cause a significant lowering of this
phase transition temperature (here a 96 % pure phytantriol is
employed), which is likely to explain discrepancies to some other
reports.[57] For pure phytantriol the Q224 to HII transition can occur
at temperatures up to 15 oC higher (see phase diagram in Figure
8C). The significant increase in resistance when switching from
Q224 cubic phase to the more resistive HII hexagonal phase is in
agreement with the essentially uni-directional cylindrical water
channels in the hexagonal phase causing a major obstruction and
change in tortuosity to impede ion transport.
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The transition, when monitored by resistivity measurements,
appears to occur associated with relaxation phenomena with
distinct time constants. Initially (see first temperature scan in
Figure 8A) when heating up the sample, the expected lowering of
the resistivity mainly due to the increase in ion mobility is
observed. At approximately 42 oC a phase transformation occurs
very rapidly. Transformations of this type can occur via disruptive
processes[58] linked to the break-down of one channel geometry
and the gradual re-ordering of the product channel structure
associated with water exchange and domain growth. A rapid rise
of resistivity beyond 100 MOhm is clearly linked to the formation
of the hexagonal phase. However, the process is complex and
upon lowering the temperature and repeating the experiment
slightly different behaviour is seen (Figure 8A). The complete
phase conversion as well as the re-generation of the original Q224
mesophase equilibrium structure upon cooling may be slow and
incomplete on the time scale of the experiment. Data in Figure 8B
confirms that repeated switching of the phytantriol phase is
possible in a 20 minute time scale.
The investigation of the effect of temperature increase and
decrease on the specific conductivity of phytantriol mesophase
offers a new insight into the phase transition process. Coexistence of phases[59] has been suggested and clearly the Q224
to HII to Q224 transitions are not fast/clean and possibly associated
with intermediates, water expulsion, and/or domain growth.
However, due to the significant change in tortuosity when going
from Q224 to HII, there is a significant increase in resistance
associated with the phase transition as a characteristic signature.
Further work will be required for example better investigating the
Rp – T dependence as a function of time and with varying salt
concentrations or employing in situ diffractometry tools. These
results could be important also from the viewpoint of drug release
and future sensing applications.
In order to verify the phase transformation additional Differential
Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) data were obtained. The Q224 cubic
phase material was equilibrated in aqueous 10 mM KCl and then
loaded into a closed hastelloy pan for thermal cycling. Figure 9A
shows typical heating – cooling data sets obtained at four different
temperature scan rates. The onset for the Q 224 to HII transition
under these conditions is at 44 oC, which is in reasonable
agreement with the electrochemical data. The transition appears
to occur over a 5 oC range, which may be linked to formation of a
separate water phase (which contrasts to conditions in the
electrochemical experiment, which was performed in excess
water).

Figure 8. (A) Plot of resistance RP data (from impedance experiments in 10 mM
KCl) as a function of solution temperature for two consecutive temperature
scans. When increasing the temperature the first time (black squares) and the
second time (red triangles) the Q224 to H11 transition is observed at 42 oC. (B)
Temperature switching between 35 oC and 45 oC allows continuous phase
switching of phytantriol immobilized symmetrically onto the PET film. (C) Phase
diagram for phytantriol-water adapted from Latypova et al.[60] with L1 denoting
an isotropic aqueous phase.
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and coworkers[62] found that the same type of transition in
monoolein cubic phase was associated with an enthalpy of
approximately 1.0 mJ mg-1, very similar to the value of 0.5 mJ mg1
reported here. Likewise, Cezelik and coworkers [63] suggested
that the enthalpy change for the phase transition in monoolein in
excess water is typical for a transition producing more fluid-like
hydrocarbon chains.

Conclusions
A new approach to the study of ion flow and conductivity in
mesophase materials has been introduced based on a microhole
in a PET film assembled between two electrochemical half-cells
in 4-electrode configuration. Both voltammetry and impedance
experiments have been performed and the cases of (i) empty
microhole, (ii) asymmetrically phytantriol-coated microhole, and
(iii) symmetrically phytantriol-coated microhole are compared.
Low potential bias data suggest a 30-40 times higher resistance
in phytantriol Q224 mesophase material when compared to pure
aqueous electrolyte. This can be explained based on tortuosity in
the bicontinuous phase limiting ion transport. When investigating
the reversible temperature induced phase transformation from
Q224 to HII phase and back, a significant further increase in
resistivity for HII is noted due to the even more tortuous water
channel structure in the hexagonal phase. Behaviour appears to
be associated with a disruptive phase transition with electrolyte
exchange and mesophase domain formation, which will need
further study possibly also as a function of the type of electrolyte.
When studying high potential bias perturbation, microhole
resistivity switching was observed and apparently reversible
switching caused a “memory” effect with read-out of the “open” or
“closed” state by impedance. Further work will be required to
develop a better understanding of these processes and
experiments in situ coupling x-ray diffraction techniques to
electrochemistry will be desirable. Applications could be
developed in sensing (exploiting the thermal phase transition as
a sensitive probe) or for drug release. Most importantly, the
symmetrically film-modified microhole appears to provide a
convenient new probe for the study of conductivity and
mesophase reactivity for a much broader range of materials and
processes.
Figure 9. (A) Differential scanning calorimetry data for heat flow (for scan rates
of (i) 0.1, (ii) 0.5, (iii) 0.75, and (iv) 1.0 K min-1) for a 10 mM KCl hydrated
phytantriol sample. Dashed line shows the onset of cubic to hexagonal phase
transition. (B) Onset, peak, and end point for heating and cooling transitions as
a function of scan rate. (C) Enthalpy data for cubic to hexagonal phase
transition.

The onset, peak, and offset temperatures for the phase transition
can be found (Figure 9B) as well as the enthalpy (estimated here
as 0.5 mJ mg-1 or 150 J mol-1 based on phytantriol) from
integrating the heat capacity curve (Figure 9C). Literature
microcalorimetry data for phytantriol mesophase systems were
reported by Doo-Hoon[61] on cubosomes. However, transition data
were not unequivocally assigned as cubic to hexagonal. Reese

Experimental Section
Chemical Reagents. KCl (Sigma Aldrich) solutions of differing
concentrations (500 mM, 200 mM, 50 mM, 20 mM, 5 mM, 2 mM) were
prepared using ultra-pure filtered water of resistivity 18.2 MOhm cm.
Phytantriol (a gift from Adina Ltd.) was used in commercial grade (96 %)
without further purification, which has implications on the behaviour during
phase transformation (vide infra).
Instrumentation. An Autolab potentiostat system (PGSTAT12,
EcoChemie, The Netherlands) using the GPES control software was
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employed with Pt wires as counter/working electrodes, and two KClsaturated calomel reference electrodes (SCE, Radiometer, Copenhagen)
as sense and reference in a metal Faraday cage. A Solartron 1260A/1286
impedance analyser system was used (amplitude 200 mV, frequency
range 1 Hz to 40 kHz) with Z-View and Z-Plot software for impedance
measurements and for data analysis.

[4]

A custom made U-shaped glass cell (Figure 2) was used that split in two
and could be clamped together with a flange holding the membrane. For
temperature control a U-shaped glass cell with thermostated jacket was
employed with a Haake recirculating heating unit. This allowed for a 6 m
thick poly-ethylene-terephthalate (PET) membrane with a laser-drilled
approximately 20 m diameter hole (supplied by Laser Micromachining
Limited, St. Asaph, Denbighshire LL17 0JG, UK) to be clamped between
the two flange connectors of the cell. The microhole was used empty for
reference/calibration measurements without the lipid. To apply the lipid to
the pore, a pipette tip was dipped into the phytantriol bottle and a small
amount (~6 mg) was then applied to the area of the PET membrane, where
the microhole was located. The lipid layer was placed on the right hand
side of the cell (together with the sensor and working electrode).
Voltammetry and impedance experiments were performed for both the
microhole empty and covered with lipid mesophase. For steady state
voltammetry a scan rate of 0.02 Vs-1 was applied. For impedance
measurements, the root mean squared voltage (VRMS) or amplitude was
200 mV with a DC voltage of 0.0 V. Experiments were performed at 20 ±
2 oC. Small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) measurements were performed
with a paste cell for a 20 hour SAXS measurement in an Anton Paar
PW3830 SAXSees system with a wavelength of 0.1542 nm verifying the
formation of the cubic mesophase. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
was performed using phytantriol immersed in excess 10 mM KCl. About
300 mg of the cubic phase was placed into Hastelloy cells in a Seteram
heat flow Micro-DSC. Reference Hastelloy cells contained approximately
100 L of aqueous KCl solution. The temperature was swept from 25 °C
to 65 °C at four different sweep rates with 0.1, 0.5, 0.75 or 1.0 °C min -1.
For in situ optical microscopy a custom-made Teflon cell consisting of two
Teflon blocks with a circular cavity in the centre was designed for use with
a GXML 3230 confocal microscope with a GXCAM USB camera. The PET
membrane was sandwiched between the two Teflon blocks with two glass
slides on the outer edges to form a transparent cylindrical vessel. The
electrolyte solution was injected and two platinum wires acted as counter
and working electrodes along with two silver wires as the quasi-sensor and
quasi-reference electrodes.
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